
PACUPP Commands 

 
These commands, mostly a single letter, are entered into the Jmol Script Console after 
completion of a PACUPP job, or after dropping the output PDB file from a previous PACUPP job 
into Jmol. 
 
See also Jmol mouse gestures. 
 
After completion of a PACUPP job, enter cavhelp (or ch or shs) to display the following help. 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
SHOW ONLY CAVITIES OF INTEREST: 
  To isolate a single cavity (or the visible portion of it): 
      CLICK on any pseudoatom in that cavity's group. 
  Click again to re-display the other previously visible cavities. 
  To isolate two or more discrete cavities, list their ID numbers after "cav": 
      cav 3 8 21 
  To get the ID number of any cavity, 
      TOUCH a pseudoatom. A 'tooltip' will appear showing 'Cav ID#'. 
  To display only those cavities with 2 or more pseudoatoms, 
  give the minimum pseudoatoms/cavity to "cavmin": 
      cavmin 2 
  cavmin accepts 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 25, 50, 75, 100. 
  Temporarily hide pseudoatoms (so you can identify atoms inside them): 
      cavtoggle or ct 
  To display all cavities, enter 
      cavall 
  To hide all cavities, enter 
      cavtoggle or ct 
  or 'ct' for short. Repeat to re-display the previously visible cavities. 
 
MACROMOLECULE DISPLAY: 
  To toggle the display of the light-gray translucent all-atom (spacefilling) Macromolecule, enter 
      sms 
  To toggle the rainbow-colored smoothed Backbone trace of the macromolecule, enter 
      sbs 
  The amino/5' termini are blue. The carboxy/3' termini are red. 
  To give a distinct color to each chain of the Macromolecule, in the translucent all-atom 
  (spacefilling) display, enter 
      smchains 
 
IS THE CAVITY FILLING SOLID? 
  Large cavities need large probes (tangent spheres) to define a smoothed 
  outer surface of the macromolecule, in order to prevent the cluster of pseudatoms filling the 
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  cavity from being hollow. Hollow fillings cause several problems and should be avoided. 
  To find out, enter:  
      sss 
  Slice: Then rotate the molecule to inspect for any hollow cavity fillings. 
  Enter s again to re-display the whole molecule. 
  If your cavity filling is hollow, re-run your job selecting 'Medium' (or 
  'Large' if necessary) for the cavity size. Or if necessary, select Customize to specify 
  an inner diameter for tangent spheres that is even larger. 
 
PSEUDOATOM COLOR SCHEMES: 
      sgs 
  Groups: colors each visible discrete GROUP of pseudoatoms differently, 
  up to 14 groups. This is the default color scheme after completion of a PACUPP job. 
      sds 
  Depth: colors the surface pseudoatom layer red and the deepest pseudoatom 
  layer blue, with gradations in between passing through the spectrum. 
  The DEPTH color scheme is useful when using commands p, e, f, f1. 
 
HIDE OUTER LAYERS OF PSEUDOATOMS: 
  To hide the outermost visible layer of pseudoatoms, enter: 
      sps 
  Peel: Repeating 'p' hides (peels off) consecutive surface layers. 
     It is helpful to enter 'd' (color by DEPTH) beforehand. 
  To add back the next outer layer contacting the visible pseudoatoms: 
      ses 
  Extend: Repeating "e" expands the visible cavity groups outwards. 
   Note that "e" adds only the atoms in the next outer layer 
   that are contiguous to the previously visible pseudoatoms. 
   It does not re-display atoms in the next outer layer that are 
   not contiguous with the previously visible pseudoatoms. 
   Thus, repeating "e" after a series of peels usually 
   does not restore the entire cavity group, because some atoms in the group 
   may not contact group atoms in the previous layer. Therefore, you may 
   enter (repeatedly): 
      sfs 
  Fatten: Restores visibility of pseudoatoms contacting visible pseudoatoms 
   that are also in the same layers as those already visible, omitting those 
   in layer 1 (because that layer may spread extensively across the surface). 
   To fatten layer 1, enter (repeatedly): 
      sf1s 
  Fatten1: Restores visibility of pseudoatoms in layer 1 contacting previously 
   visible pseudoatoms. 
  To restore all the pseudoatoms that were visible before you started peeling: 
      sus 



  Unpeel: restores visibility of the pseudoatoms that were visible before the 
   most recent peeling process started at the outermost layer. 
 
HIDE PSEUDOATOMS BY CLICKING: 
  To hide a single pseudoatom by clicking on it: 
      sas 
  Atom: This can be used to break a connection between a cavity of interest 
    and minor extensions, to be followed with k. 
  To hide a visible 'Kluster' of pseudoatoms: 
      sks 
  Kluster: This can be used to hide any unwanted 'klusters' of pseudoatoms. 
      sus 
  Undo: When A or K is active, restores the most recently hidden pseudoatom(s). 
      svols or svos 
  Volumes are reported for the visible portions of cavities. 
 
BURIED CAVITIES. 
      sbus 
  BUried: Displays a menu for isolating buried (unlayered) cavities. 
 
CAVITY CONTENTS OR LINING RESIDUES, CAVITY MOUTHS, MEASURE CAVITY DIMENSIONS: 
  Enter: 
      svs 
  Views: A menu of views will appear. Each offers additional help. 
  Many of the views show pseudoatoms translucent. 
      sos 
  Opaque: make all visible pseudoatoms opaque. 
  After displaying the polar or apolar atoms of the macromolecule 
  that Line a cavity, the command 
      sLs or sls 
  Lists those Lining atoms, and writes them into a SPREADSHEET READY file. 
      svols or svos 
  Volumes are reported for the visible portions of cavities. 
 
HIGHLIGHT RESIDUES: 
      srs 
  Residue(s): A dialog will open where you can specify residues, or hide them. 
    Specified residues will be displayed as sticks. 
 
For an alphabetical listing of commands, enter alpha (or al). 
For Jmol selectable terms (technical), enter cavhelp2 (or ch2 or h2). 
(END of Help.) 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 


